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INTRODUCTION
Education is considered as the most potent force of social change. Today we
considered Education as basic need as like as food, Shelter and cloths, because
without education no people have good knowledge. Only education can modify our
behaviour. Only educated people can lead a healthy nation. To become a healthy
nation we should produce high quality of human resource. So for the quality
development we need a problem free education system. But our education Specially
Higher Education has been facing a number of problems still now. It unable to
caters to the need of the needy people. If we look back to the history than we will
see that from that period our education system had been facing numbers of
problems. At that time higher education system was designed according to London
university and it only served the colonial people and caters to the need of the elite
class people and deprived others lower caste, and poor people, but after independent
of the nation deferent commission had formed to improve the quality of education
and make education accessible for all. Since independence we are facing numbers of
challenges though UGC takes different actions to upgrade quality education but still
now we faces some challenges.

HISTORY OF EDUCATION SYSTEM IN INDIA
Education provides knowledge and enriching ones thought. As of the genesis, the
education system in India can be chronologically divided into— Ancient Vedic period,
Medieval Buddhists period, Islamic period and pre and post-colonial period. The ancient
Indian is the land of innovation and invention, had a rich education system since ancient
period and established the world's first university, the Takshashila University in 700 B.C.
Indian education system started from the Vedic period with their religious education .The
education system of Vedic period has its own unique quality and characteristics and had
an inspiration to all education system of the world. The Buddhist period was mainly
inclusive of secular urban institutions of higher learning and its goal was to attain
wisdom, all round development of the children's personality.
Apart from the religious framework, the subjects like Politics, Economics, Philosophy
and History had been taught in those periods. Along with other area women
empowerment and education was also noticed in that period. Islamic period began in
India with the advent of Mughals. Before the invasion, the Muslims had established
higher learning institutions in Muslim countries called Madrasahs. In India, these
Madarasahs were mainly founded by Sultans. Education in the medieval period in India
flourished mostly during the Mughal rule from the beginning of 1526 until the end of
Mughal political presence in 1848.However, the era of modern education in India
started from the colonial rule of the British in India. At the first, British followed a
policy of non-interference in the social and cultural life of India. After 1919 the control
of education started by the Indian Minister in Provinces. After the MontagueChelmsfordAct'1919, several regulations and recommendations were made to expand
education in India.
From that time, British started to make expenditure on education system in India. Later
on, various commissions were also passed for better development and expansion of
education in India. The modern Indian education system is a contribution of both Public
and Private sector. Modern education system in India is divided into six levels—Pre
Primary Level, Primary Level, Middle Level, Secondary Level, Under Graduate Level
and Post Graduate Level.

EDUCATION POLICIES IN INDIA
The modern education system in India was brought by the East
India Company (British) for the interest of the European and AngloIndian children. Later on, company's official, Warren Hasting, in
1781, partially recognized the duty of a civilized government to
promote education, Calcutta Madrassah was established. Likewise,
in 1791, Banaras Hindu College was established to spread western
knowledge through the medium of English. During 1765 to 1813
the educational system in India was under various agencies and with
different motives. They established the two main institutions to gain
the confidence of the people of India with traditional and indigenous
education. Christian missionaries were also allowed to start
educational activities in India. During 1813 to 1947 the education
of India was under British parliament and went through various
stages. But, the British government failed to create a national
system of education in India, no systematic plan of education was
made under the changing Viceroys, Governors and Directors.
Indian constitution has various provision related to education and its
development in the country. The responsibilities of Indian education
are divided into two— Central list and the Concurrent list. Some of
the important of provisions of Indian constitutions related to
education are—free and compulsory education, education for the
minorities, instruction in mother tongue, education for weaker
section of the society, secular education, women's education,
development of Hindi, education in union territories, etc. The
national policies in India related to education are briefly discussed
below:
Ÿ After the Independence, the first Indian education policy

has been declared in 1986, based on the recommendations
of the Education Commission 1964-66. Compulsory
education for all children up to the age of 14 as well as
better training and qualification was the main motive of
the policy. This policy also emphasised on the instruction
of languages that were English, Hindi and regional
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languages to be taught in the secondary level as well as
encourage the ancient Sanskrit language in India.
Ÿ Another National Policy related to education has started in

the year 1986 in India. The main motive of this policy was
the removal of disparities and to equalised opportunity
among the Indians. National Policy of Education 1986
was mainly concentrated on child development and care in
India. During the policy period, Indira Gandhi National
Open University was established.
Ÿ The revised policy formulation was started in the year

1992 to modify the various external and internal problems
of the National Policy of Education 1986, which was
called the Program of Action. In this plan, universalization
of primary education and adult education along with
women's education were given more emphasis.
Ÿ Recently, various new policies were announced by the

government, primarily related to different aspects of
education in India. Some of them are— District Primary
Education Programme 1994, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
2000, National Programme for Education of Girls at
Elementary Level 2003, Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha
Abhiyan (RMSA) for development of secondary education
2009, Inclusive Education for the Disabled at Secondary
Stage 2009, Saakshar Bharat (Saakshar Bharat)/Adult
Education 2009, Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan
(RUSA) for development of higher education 2013.
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EDUCATION SYSTEM IN ASSAM
The modern education system in Assam was also started during the British period.
The British government with the help of some local people took initiative to improve
the education in Assam. As per record of the Assam Higher Secondary Education
Council, by the year 1875, the number of educational institution (that includes
primary, secondary, Higher education) was registered at 1,293. Further, in the postindependence period, a lot of changes and improvements have been made on the
education sector. Till 2014, the number of institutions increased to 56402, including
all types of institutions. Guwahati, the capital of the state became the hub of
education for entire North-eastern Region of India (NER). As followed in the
country, after completing the secondary education that involves 10 years of
schooling, students usually enrol in higher secondary education in any one of the
three disciplines— Science, Commerce and Arts.

Starting of Private Educational Institutions in Assam
Following the emergence of liberalisation, privatization and
globalisation in the 1990s, there has been a significant change in
the education system in India. The privatization of higher education,
besides school education, kicked off in the 1990s. Though education
being a public good, the Government of India (GoI) failed to
accommodate the country's ever growing population in the limited
educational institutions, especially the higher education. As a
measure of it, the GoI has tried to invest in the new capacities and
enhancing the existing institutions, which paved the way to a newer
height in the country. With the help of the GoI, the University Grant
Commission (UGC) and the All India Council of Technical Education
(AICTE) are promoting private parties to invest in the educational
sector without compromising its quality. Consequently, the growth of
higher educational institutions in the country has been noticed in the
recent past.
Assam, one of the major states of North-eastern Region (NER), is
no exception in this regard. In the recent past, the government
(state and central) has given special emphasis on education through
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) and Teacher Eligibility Test (TET)
programs. Despite these efforts, the quality of education in Assam
seems to be declining rapidly and the students 'enrolment ratio in
higher education is also not found to be so impressive in the state.
Consequently, blame game started rolling on, criticised government
for reducing State budget on higher education. A large number of
scholars, at present, have started debating on the defects of the
systems of education— public and private. Some are in favour of
public and others are in support of the private education system.
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PROBLEMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN ASSAM
Different studies shows still now education is not accessible for all in Assam. Only some
selected students can able to go to the colleges or universities. Due to lack of seat
capacity some students are unable to getting admission because every year hundred and
above students go to the particular department from different colleges under that
particular University. But seat capacity of a particular department is 40/50. As a result
many students unable to get admission and wastage their time and money.
Quality:
This is one of the important aspects of higher education. But if we see whether the
quality is maintain or not? In real sense we have seen that day by day quality is
deteriorating and quantity is increased.
Lack of Research:
Higher education should be research oriented. It tries to seek some new problems exist in
the society and to provide solution. But it seems higher education system is quite
bookish. Less emphasize upon research activities.
Infrastructure:
Most colleges in rural areas having extremely poor infrastructure. These institutions
have not adequate physical facilities like- indoor stadium, fully computerized library
with rich collection of reference books and national and international journals to compel
the students to spend more time in colleges. Hence such educational institutions are
unable to fulfill the need of the students.
Teaching Method:
We are in a techno- scientific era. But from different studies we found that still many
institutions have been adopted traditional method. Theoretical knowledge is still
disseminated through chalk and talk method of teaching. The new technologies are yet to
be introduced.
Lack of skill based education:
Education should be such type which can develop different skills of the students so that
they can adjust any situation of their life.
Lack of proper planning:
From different studies we found there is a lack of proper planning. It seems higher
education system is not based upon any adequate planning. Without planning our higher
education system is running. Every year batch by batch students are coming out but they
have no any proper placement opportunities. After completion of their degree where they
has gone? What they will do? There is no any definite answer. They again come back to
home and remain the same.
Educated unemployment:
Educated unemployment is one the burning issue in Assam. Higher education system
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creates numbers of educated unemployment. After completion of course most of the
graduate students unable to getting a job. So they become educated unemployed. As
result it increases some social problems like drug addiction, substance dependency, poor
family environment etc.
Over Crowed of the Classroom:
In some context it had seen that some colleges facing various problems due to over
students in a class. In recently education has become free in provincialised colleges
where numbers of student gets admitted. It crossed to the general ratio of student:
teacher ratio, i.e. 30:1. Is multiplied by 100:1.So that it is unable to control the
classroom for the teacher.
Curriculum:
Curriculum is also defective. It can't cater to the need of the young people. Curriculum is
like that which provide some material for collect marks in examination. It unable to
provide proper knowledge.
Reservation:
Reservation itself creates some problems. Due to caste based reservation most of the
students belong from rich family having low quality is able to getting admission in
reputed institution. But poor family well talented students are unable to get admission.
So reservation should be there but it should be merit basis not caste based. Great
economist Sam Pitroda also against this caste based reservation system though he
belongs from scheduled caste students.
Open and distance learning:
Open and distance learning is most suitable and acceptable according to the changing
time period. It can caters to the need of the numbers of people whom unable to complete
their education due to different reason. But its poor administration creates some
problems which can indirectly help to increase quantity, decrease quality.
Privatization:
The higher and technical education in India is being increasingly privatized in multiple
ways. Private institutions are mostly commercial and they are profit oriented. So their
cost is very high. Only the elite section of the society can admit their child in private
education. Daily wage earner students are unable to get opportunity to see that kind of
institution. In this context again a question may be arise regarding equal education to
all.
Value Education:
Value means worth, desirability. Now a-days day by day values among people are
decreases. Due to use of power and knowledge they become egocentric and selfish. They
forgot about values, ethics, morality etc. In consequences corruption, indiscipline,
violence, exploitation, selfishness etc are being increased and in the contrary external
human values like-truth, beauty, goodness, love, honesty, patience, sympathy, etc are
being decreased.
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SUGGESTIONS TO ERADICATE THE PROBLEMS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN ASSAM
Ÿ Increase seat capacity so that all students who are suit to getting
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

higher education should be getting admitted.
Innovative method of teaching should be introduced in every
higher education institution. At least power point presentation
with LCD projector should be used instead of chalk and talk
method.
Curriculum should be relevance to the practical life
Reservation should be merit basis for irrespective of caste, color
sex etc.
To create a healthy environment in colleges the infrastructure of
the college should be develop
In distance and open learning administration of the college
should be strict
Most emphasized upon value based education
Skill based courses are prefer by the students
Biasness should be abolished from the internal assessment of the
colleges or universities.

A part of the problem is that the higher education institutions in
Assam (except for IIT, NIT, Engineering Institutions, Medical
Colleges & Central Universities) do not bring in students and faculty
from other states, particularly since 1980s, to make the
environment competitive enough. With more higher education
institutions that have wider reach beyond the state and regional
borders, one can hope to build a more competitive environment that
will breed leaders in science, technology, businesses, entertainment,
and politics who could compensate for political under-representation
and can make Assam's voice heard at the national level. The
externalities generated by these higher education institutions will
make the society better off. In principle, the Assamese society could
acquire a new identity as being the host of most forward looking
twenty first century higher education. Diversity increases
competition and improves the quality of education. It broadens the
world view of the students and faculty. Also, the students and faculty
members from other regions and countries will contribute to the
increase in name recognition for Assam.
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CONCLUSION
Education is the most efficient instrument which can enrich the
people with the knowledge, skill, capacity and confidence for
building a dynamic, vibrant nation that takes care of its entire
people. Higher education occupies a place of special importance
because it can provide ideas and personnel to give shape to the
future.
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